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For German, French, Spanish, Italian, Dutch and Japanese instructions go to www.msrgear.com/tents/ownersmanual

E LI XIR ™ 3

Assembl y I nstr uctions
Please follow these instructions to guide you through assembly only.
For complete instructions on the recommended care and use of your tent, please
refer to Owner’s Manual at www.msrgear.com/tents/ownersmanual
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Frame assembly, tent body, rainfly, 6 stakes, 1 repair sleeve,
MSR® Footprint

PREPARE FOR SETUP
1. Spread tent out on top of footprint and stake out four corners
tightly.
2. Assemble poles.

ATTACH RIDGE POLE
1. Insert red ridge pole into grommets above doors, making sure
ridge pole rests on top of main poles.

USE TIPS: All tents require staking; unsecured tents are susceptible to
wind damage. In some conditions, additional stakes and cord may
be required. Readjustment of stakes and rainfly may be necessary
to keep tent tight and weatherproof. The included footprint can help
keep your tent clean, dry and protected from abrasion. Following
these tips will prolong the life of your tent. MSR® offers a full line of
accessories to secure, maintain and enhance your tent.

Fast & Light® setup instructions available online. Watch
video setup instructions, including Fast & Light® option, at
www.msrgear.com/Elixir3

ASSEMBLE TENT
1. Insert each red pole tip of main poles into grommets on the stake
loops with red webbing.
2. Insert each gray pole tip of main poles into grommets on the
stake loops with gray webbing.
3. Attach color-coded clips to like-color pole along entire length of
frame assembly.

ATTACH RAINFLY
1. Lay rainfly over tent. Attach rainfly’s midpoint grommets to ridge pole.
2. Clip and tighten all buckles at all stake loops, connecting red webbing with red stake loops, gray webbing with gray stake loops.
3. Stretch out vestibules until taut and stake down, making sure
seams align with frame.
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ELIXIR™ S ERI ES
Fast & Light® Setup Instructions
for Elixir™ tents with MSR® Footprint
Congratulations! With the purchase of your Elixir tent, you get a free
MSR Footprint to help protect the bottom of your tent or use as part of a
Fast & Light setup for minimalist trips.

PREPARE FOR SETUP
1. Start by staking out the footprint with the MSR logo facing up.
2. Assemble poles.

ATTACH POLES
1. Insert the poles into the footprint’s corner grommets to create the same pole
structure as standard setup.

SECURE RAINFLY
1. Insert ridge pole into rainfly grommets above vestibule doors.
2. Place rainfly over pole structure and buckle at each corner.

SECURE TENT
1. Stake out the tent’s vestibules and guy out if necessary.
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